
Madam's 4971 

Chapter 4971: If he doesn’t just act like a lightbulb, he won&#039;t leave! 

 Qiao Nian didn’t think much about it: “At noon?” 

 

Ye Wangchuan glanced at the kitchen: "Gu San is cooking. Let's order some in the afternoon. We will go 

back after dinner." 

 

 Qiao Nian had no plans for the afternoon, so he readily agreed: "Yeah, sure." 

 

The two of them agreed in a few words to go to the old house in the afternoon. Jiang Li and the others 

seemed to be superfluous if they stayed in the living room, but Jiang Li still stayed here and refused to 

leave. 

 

 Just kidding, he finally had the opportunity to stay with his sister for a while, why should he leave. Isn't 

it just a light bulb? 

 

 He is familiar with this business! 

 

 From the beginning of their journey around the city, wasn't he a professional lightbulb? After all, the 

two of them started dating under his nose. 

 

   * 

 

at the same time. 

 

 Si Xue’s miserable Weibo account played a certain role in abusing her fans. 

 

The wave of die-hard fans who were suppressed and beaten by Jiang Li's fans saw that her sister was 

being wronged so much that they did not hesitate to speak out in person. They all hated themselves for 

not being able to protect their sister, and they also hated Jiang Li's fans for chasing after, beating and 

bullying her... Fans It was as if he had regained his strength to confront Jiang Li's fans, trying to regain 

the initiative. 



 

There were some passers-by who didn't know what was going on. When they saw Si Xue running out to 

show weakness and apologizing, they thought Si Xue was the victim. 

 

There were also a handful of voices among passers-by who sympathized with Chi Xue Lai. 

 

 There is a faint tendency for public opinion to turn around. 

 

Si Xue pursed her lips and was about to arrange the fate of her professional fans and brainwash the 

public with some of her benevolent and kind-hearted announcements... 

 

Just at this time. 

 

 Several topics appeared on Weibo’s hot searches. 

 

      #tanninginterview# 

 

   #Entertainment Circle Workplace Bullying# 

 

    Is it a crime for celebrities to use fans to bully others and cause harm? 

 

           # 

 

Si Xue refreshed the page and saw the topic on the hot search. Her heartbeat was so fast that it was 

about to burst out of her chest. Her eyes were empty and confused: "How could..." 

 

Her hand shook and she clicked on one of the hot searches. 

 

The video of Tangning being interviewed by the camera while wearing a one-shoulder sweater comes to 

mind— 



 

"Yes, I have experienced the same thing. As far as I know, it is not just me who has experienced such a 

thing. There are also many amateurs who are not in the circle who have also been privately hurt by Si 

Xue's fans... so I stand up to defend the victims. Those who want to speak out!” 

 

The reporter asked: "Do you mean to say that 'fans need idols to pay for their behavior'?" 

 

Tangning looked at the camera and blinked, and said very sincerely: "Whether fans' actions are paid for 

by celebrities or not, I personally have no say. My own point of view is that this needs to be judged in a 

specific environment... If it is just a fan's personal behavior, If a star is not involved to guide the 

incitement, then there are thousands and hundreds of thousands of fans behind a star, and it is unfair to 

ask one person to be responsible for so many people." 

 

“If this star uses the mentality of fans to lead fans to do illegal and criminal things or things that affect 

others, then the star needs to be held responsible.” 

 

"We have enjoyed the dividends of society, the attention and admiration of the public, and have heavier 

responsibilities and more constraints than ordinary people. This is a natural result. I have known my own 

destiny since the first day I entered the entertainment industry. Career, and also be responsible for your 

own career.” 

 

The reporter heard that she answered his question head-on, and was too embarrassed to continue to 

embarrass her, so he changed the topic to the right track. 

 

“Miss Tangning, you said before that you would speak out for the victims. Do you have any evidence to 

prove it?”  

Chapter 4972: This time I was completely beaten to death 

"certainly." 

 

In front of the camera, Tangning first showed her hospitalization records, car accident records, 

surveillance videos from the time, and subsequent records of her and her agent going to the police 

station for mediation... 

 



All the evidence points to Si Xue fans being responsible for the car accident when Tang Ning 

encountered a chasing vehicle on the highway. 

 

Moreover, Si Xue's fan's record at the police station clearly stated that the reason why he did that was 

to vent his anger on Si Xue. 

 

 Many of their fans believe that Tang Ning and Jiang Li are 'bullying' Si Xue because of the scandal, and 

that Si Xue has been 'wronged'. 

 

And there is another bright spot in the evidence given by Tang Ning published by the reporter - this fan 

also mentioned "big fans" in the group. 

 

The explanations given by Si Xue’s fans in these transcripts once again hammered the fact that Si Xue 

uses fans to bully others. 

 

Si Xue trembled all over after watching the entire video. She wanted to rush in and tear the interviewer 

into pieces to shut up Tangning. 

 

 She is finished. 

 

Si Xue had a strong feeling after watching the video. 

 

She has been in the entertainment industry for many years and is very aware that this video will cause a 

tsunami of public opinion that can drown her. 

 

Tangning was confronting her about her career and was not afraid of her retaliation. 

 

Si Xue's chest was heaving violently and her arms were shaking. For a long time, she seemed to suddenly 

come back to her senses from a certain emotion. She hurriedly found the phone number in her address 

book that she had called yesterday, and called it in a panic. 

 

                       lived. 



 

 … 

 

 In the car. 

 

The special assistant sitting in the front passenger seat carefully turned around and reported to the 

young woman: "Miss, Si Xue called again." 

 

“Ah, a loser who never achieves anything but fails!” Elena put the iPad on her lap, and the dim light on 

the screen was enough to see clearly the news interface she was browsing, which looked like a hot 

search made by Si Xue. 

 

The special assistant did not dare to answer the call and asked her again in a cautious tone: "Miss, 

should I answer?" 

 

 “Take it.” Elena raised her eyelids with contempt at the end of her eyes. 

 

The special assistant only dared to answer the phone after receiving the order. He spoke in a very low 

voice to the person on the other end: "Huh? It's me. What's the matter? I understand...I will help you 

convey it to the president. Don't do anything to yourself during this time. Just wait for our news." 

 

After a few minutes, he put down his cell phone and turned back to the person in the back row and 

whispered: "She asked me to say thank you to the eldest lady." 

 

"I'm not helping her." Elena's face was indifferent, her hands were placed on her knees, and her neck 

was raised like a swan: "Who is she? She deserves my special help. If it weren't for the fact that 

someone in her family would be saved, I would have helped her. Aunt Lan, just her? Bring me something 

that doesn't match my shoes. I didn't even bother to look at her. But...she is a good excuse, just right." 

 

 She was worried about how to have an in-depth conversation with Mr. Ye and leave a deeper 

impression. 

 

 No, Si Xue came to the door. 



 

 “The hot searches in China…” Her special assistant observed Elena’s face and said dullly. 

 

He just stood up and saw Elena frowning and looking over with sharp eyes: "HL Media's business is 

mainly overseas, and the country is not our battlefield." 

 

"She made such a big fuss. Even if I wanted to help her clean it up, I couldn't stop it. Just wait, when I 

convince Mr. Ye, Qiao Nian will naturally stop! As long as Qiao Nian stops chasing her and beating her 

up, she will Having been in the entertainment industry for many years, I won’t be able to find 

opportunities to make a comeback.”  

Chapter 4973: Went to see Mr. Ye 

 Elena said it lightly and easily. In fact, the three people in the car, including the driver, all knew it well 

after hearing it. 

 

 Elena only plans to keep Si Xue from entering. As for Si Xue's career being affected by this, it is 

unrealistic to continue to be a famous star like before. 

 

“…I only promised to help her, and to do this is the most benevolent and righteous thing I can do.” 

 

"Of course." The assistant hurriedly agreed: "The young lady is kind-hearted." 

 

 … 

 

Their car quickly drove into an alley full of sycamore trees. 

 

It is hard to imagine that there is a place like this in the land-rich area of Beijing. The tall plane trees 

have lush branches and fall leaves all over the ground, covering the ground with golden color. 

 

There are rows of large courtyards on both sides. Each courtyard has a closed door. The environment is 

quiet and quiet, and the atmosphere of comfortable life is everywhere. 

 



Until the car stopped in front of a red gate in the innermost place, Elena rolled down the window and 

looked at the place, knowing that she had arrived. 

 

She asked the special assistant and the driver to wait in the car. She opened the door and got out of the 

car. She walked out and rang the doorbell of her old house. 

 

 There was a gap of more than ten seconds. 

 

 The door opened. 

 

The old housekeeper, with his neatly combed back hair and gray hair, came out and saw Elena standing 

at the door of his house, with a slightly surprised look on his face. 

 

 But he quickly reacted, put away his surprised emotions, and bowed slightly: "Long time no see, Miss 

Aina." 

 

Last time Elena came to the old house with Haitong behind her, using the pseudonym Aina. 

 

Elena also bowed and said very politely: "I'm here to see Grandpa Ye. Can you please inform me?" 

 

 “Just say there are people from the island.” 

 

 The old housekeeper has been with Ye Maoshan for many years and knows a lot of things. When he 

heard Elena calling herself a person from the "island". 

 

His expression immediately became serious, he looked at Elena and looked away: "Please wait a 

moment." 

 

"OK." 

 

Elena stood at the door and waited with dignity. 



 

 The old housekeeper turned around and went in to look for someone. 

 

 … 

 

 At noon. 

 

Ye Maoshan was still teasing his thrush. When he heard the old housekeeper's words, he put down the 

bird's food in his hand and his expression quickly became cold.     “What is she here for?” 

 

 “She didn’t say.” 

 

Ye Maoshan's good mood disappeared. He pinched the vertical lines between his eyebrows, pursed his 

lips, put the bird's food back on the table, and said coldly: "Let her in." 

 

"yes." 

 

 The old housekeeper got his approval and went to find Elena. 

 

Within ten minutes, he led people to Ye Maoshan, bowed slightly and said to the two of them: "Mr. Ye, 

I'm going to make tea." 

 

 “Do you, Ms. Aina, drink black tea or scented tea?” 

 

"I also can." 

 

"OK." 

 

 The old housekeeper walked out backwards, leaving the pavilion open for the two of them to talk. 

 



Ye Maoshan was wearing a Chinese tunic suit, fidgeting with the tea cup in front of him, and gave her 

face because of his grandson's kinship with the island. 

 

 “You come to see me for something?” 

 

"I have something to ask you." Elena admitted very generously. 

 

Ye Maoshan glanced at her and hummed lightly. He did not look at her differently because of this. He 

still maintained a polite and distant attitude. He picked up the tea cup in front of him and took a sip of 

tea before speaking slowly. 

 

 “What’s the matter, tell me.” 

 

He thought that Elena came to the door specifically to talk about the engagement that she had talked 

about at the engagement party of Cen and Li's family yesterday. 

 

 Ye Maoshan was ready to refuse her. 

 

Who knew that Elena spoke for another reason: "I came to see Grandpa Ye today because of Si Xue..." 

 

Ye Maoshan frowned: "Who?" 

 

 Who is Si Xue? 

 

 How come he has never heard of this name? 

 

 Are you also from the island?  

Chapter 4974: You come to me today and tell me this 

 Elena seemed to see his doubts and explained softly: "Si Xue is a star and a native of Z country. She had 

a conflict with Mr. Ye and came to my side." 



 

                               ?) 

 

 Ye Maoshan's eyes seemed to understand the meaning behind her words. 

 

 Elena knew that she couldn't play tricks in front of him, so she simply accepted his gaze calmly and said 

directly: "Mr. Ye, have you heard about his injury?" 

 

Ye Maoshan’s eyes became sharp: “What do you want to say.” 

 

When Elena saw him putting down the tea cup, she knew that he was already impatient. She lowered 

her eyebrows and said respectfully: "I shouldn't speak for an outsider. But this person has something to 

do with Aunt Lan, so I have to make a trip. , come and ask for a favor from Grandpa." 

 

Aunt Lan. 

 

 Sailan. 

 

 Ye Wangchuan’s biological mother’s name. 

 

 Ye Maoshan frowned tightly and relaxed a little, slightly, and his attitude changed: "What does this 

have to do with her?" 

 

“Aunt Lan once encountered a turmoil when she was studying outside the island. At that time, she did 

not have a shadow guard with her, so she went out to interview alone and had a head-on encounter 

with the local armed forces.” 

 

Elena said calmly: "The other party didn't know who Aunt Lan was and held her hostage with the other 

hostages they took. Later, she encountered many dangerous situations and almost died several times. 

She was Si Xue's uncle. , Simu helped her again and again until they were out of danger..." 

 



"After Aunt Lan returned to the island, she was always grateful for the other party's help. She later went 

to Si Xue's uncle to express her gratitude. The other party did not ask her to repay him, but only took his 

little niece who was playing beside him at the time. Let Aunt Lan take care of her if she has a chance in 

the future." 

 

“He just said it casually, but Aunt Lan took it seriously and kept it in mind. Over the years, there have 

been many people taking care of my benefactor’s niece..." 

 

Si Xue’s overseas luxury brand resources are so good that many movie stars and actresses in the 

industry are impressed. She has also been given a green light in the fashion industry. 

 

 Many people don’t know why Si Xue is favored by many luxury brands and actively seek cooperation. 

Even Si Xue’s company doesn’t know the reason. 

 

Elena knows. 

 

The reason why Si Xue was able to stand out from the many female stars in country Z and become a 

being sought after by the fashion circle was actually Sai Lan's work. 

 

Sa Lan takes care of Si Xue in the dark and has never been seen. 

 

“So Grandpa, I came to you today not to plead with you for Si Xue, but to ask you to let Qiao Nian go 

ahead for Aunt Lan’s sake.” 

 

Elena's voice was calm, rational and convincing: "I've had someone check it out and it turns out that 

Wang Chuan only suffered some skin trauma, nothing serious. He doesn't know the relationship 

between Si Xue and Aunt Lan yet... If the trouble continues, he will Getting into a fight with Aunt Lan is 

not what grandpa wants to see. Don't you think so?" 

 

 Ye Maoshan understood. 

 

He fiddled with the lid of the blue and white porcelain tea cup, his eyelids drooped, and he didn't 

answer immediately as if thinking. 



 

Elena endured her temper and leaned forward: "I'm not letting Wang Chuan endure the grievances in 

vain. Si Xue has already received the punishment she deserves, and her career in the country is basically 

over. I think the matter should end here! No more It would be too cruel and merciless to continue 

pursuing the case." 

 

Ye Maoshan looked at her at this time, and there was no clue from his expression. He calmly said to her: 

"You came to me today just to talk about this?" 

 

 Elena was stunned by his rhetorical question, her eyes flickered, she sat upright again, and corrected 

her attitude: "Yes."  

Chapter 4975: Dad, you didn’t watch the news 

"Yeah." Ye Maoshan nodded slightly and looked up just in time to see the old housekeeper coming from 

outside with a pot of tea. He said in a calm tone: "Help me see off the guests." 

 

The old housekeeper came over and put down the tea cup, crossed his hands in front of him, stood in 

front of Elena, and said politely and softly: "Miss Elena, please." 

 

They were pretending to be seeing off guests. Elena's main purpose of coming here this time was to 

show her face, so she was too embarrassed to stay away. 

 

She barely raised the corners of her mouth, put on a dignified smile and stood up. Without any 

unnecessary entanglement, she said hello to Ye Maoshan: "Grandpa, I won't disturb you and will leave 

first." 

 

"Yeah." Ye Maoshan still gave him face and didn't pretend he didn't hear. His lukewarm attitude showed 

his alienation. 

 

Elina's eyes darkened, she pursed her lips with a smile, and said to the old housekeeper again: "Let's go." 

 

 … 

 

  In the afternoon, the online comments were not under control and became increasingly violent. 



 

Si Xue was restless in his mansion and wanted to go out to the company several times, forcing the 

company's senior management to help find a solution. 

 

But before she wanted to go out again and again, she remembered that the assistant HL told her on the 

phone not to act impulsively and to wait at home for news from them. 

 

Si Xue suppressed her restlessness and stayed at home, not daring to go out to show off. 

 

  Many media paparazzi gathered outside her residence, wanting to take pictures of her first-hand 

news. 

 

Si Xue didn’t even dare to open the curtains at home, and closed the room airtight, waiting for HL’s call 

to come in. 

 

As soon as the screen of her mobile phone on the coffee table lit up, Si Xue suddenly picked up the 

mobile phone and answered the call: "Hey, how are you!" 

 

"I'm outside, open the door for me." A stern middle-aged man's voice rang in his ears, and Si Xue 

shouted in panic: "Dad." 

 

Then quickly go to the entrance and open the door. 

 

She saw a man and a woman standing outside. They were both in their forties and well-maintained. 

They had just returned from abroad, and they didn't even go to work and went straight here. 

 

“Dad, Mom.” Si Xue visibly shrank when she saw the two of them, and turned sideways to let them in. 

 

 The two of them quickly entered the house. 

 

Si Chuyue looked around the house with a serious face. He saw the closed doors and windows in broad 

daylight, and then looked at the messy living room that had not been cleaned up. 



 

He pursed his lips tightly, suppressed the anger in his heart, opened his mouth and asked: "You told me 

that you provoked Mr. Ye, what happened?" 

 

Si Xue gritted her teeth and said, "Dad, didn't you watch the news?" 

 

Si Mu immediately pulled Si Xue to signal her not to make her father angry. 

 

Si Chuyue was already angry and banged the key on the coffee table. He turned back angrily and pointed 

at the bridge of her nose and yelled: "You still have the nerve to mention the news to me. How many 

times have I told you at home that you should be kept in the circle?" Be restrained and don't be too 

arrogant. In the end, you turned a deaf ear to what I said." 

 

Si Mu was in the middle to break up the fight: "Forget it, Chu Yue. What happened has already 

happened, there's no point in scolding her anymore. We'd better think about how to solve it." 

 

Si Chuyue was furious and glared at her: "Tell me how to solve it?! Don't you know who she provoked?" 

 

 Si Mu is also a strong woman herself. She has worked hard for her husband's career for many years. 

She is not a housewife in the traditional sense. 

 

She choked when asked, and a trace of helplessness and pain flashed across her face. Faced with her 

husband's question, Simu was speechless and turned to look at her daughter. 

 

 “You...”  

Chapter 4976: You believe me, I can solve it 

"I just told those fans the truth. I was wronged to begin with. Andy agreed to do my styling, but then he 

left me to help others. I didn't let them throw water on me. He wanted to help me vent my anger. I 

came up with it myself. How can you blame me?" Si Xue said with great aggrievedness: "They like me 

and are willing to stand up for me, can they blame me?" 

 

  She still thinks that to put it bluntly, this overturn was because she provoked someone she shouldn't 

have. Suppose it was just an amateur who was thrown boiling water by her fans today. The worst case 



scenario would be for the police to mediate, and the fan who caused the trouble would apologize, and 

then pay a few thousand yuan for medical expenses. 

 

 She doesn’t even need to show up. 

 

It's because the fans are not splashed with others, but the big figure in Beijing. 

 

Her fault was not that she shouted grievances in the fan group, but that she accidentally offended 

people. 

 

"You said these are useful? People don't care whether you asked your fans to splash water on them. 

What they care about is that your fans poured boiling water on people into the hospital!" Si Chuyue said 

with an angry look on his face: "You know I received a lot of calls along the way. How many people 

called you? They were all asking you questions. Your mother and I didn't even dare to answer the phone 

later! If you don't handle this matter well, your mother and I will be hurt." 

 

It is true that their family is a shareholder in the company, but there is also a chairman above them, so 

they can only be regarded as senior executives with original shares. 

 

 The family is rich and has some connections and status. 

 

 But can this thing of theirs be seen in other people’s circles? 

 

"You..." Si Chuyue pointed at her nose, his fingertips trembling, then shook it away for a while, and said 

angrily: "I don't even know what to say about you!" 

 

Si Xue's eyes were red, and tears were about to fall in an instant. She looked at her father stubbornly 

and unconvinced, biting her lip and telling everything: "I don't need you to worry about it. The president 

of HL is in Beijing, and she said she would help me solve this problem." This is trouble! I won’t cause 

trouble to you.” 

 

 “President HL?” Si Chuyue was surprised. 

 



Si Xue wiped away her tears and raised her head: "Well, it was the cooperation of DM Studio that she 

introduced to me. She said she was willing to help me solve it." 

 

  She told everything she knew. 

 

  Then he told his parents: "…The person who made things difficult for me was either Mr. Ye, his 

girlfriend, or Jiang Li's cousin." 

 

She said bitterly: "She probably wants to step on me and use this to show off to men to please Mr. Ye, 

so as to consolidate her status as a girlfriend." 

 

Si Xue’s parents knew a little more about that circle than she did, but after all, they were not part of the 

circle, and they didn’t know Qiao Nian’s background. 

 

 The information they knew about Qiao Nian was similar to what Si Xue knew. 

 

“There are rumors in the circle that Jiang Li is from the princeling gang... His cousin should not be as 

bad as you said. Maybe she has more than the background you mentioned." 

 

"You have never seen her in person. She has a face that wants to be famous in the entertainment 

industry. She is not involved in the entertainment industry. She is not the kind of person I am talking 

about. There are many people in our circle who have a little money to get their daughters. Are there not 

many people who come in to get gold-plated jobs and try to gain fame just to curry favor with those 

elite families? How is she different from others?" 

 

Si Xue still remembers how Qiao Nian stole the limelight from her. 

 

 Qiao Nian's face is considered rare in the entertainment industry, how could Si Xue not be jealous. 

 

She took the opportunity to hug Si Chuyue’s arm and shook it like a baby: “Dad, just believe me, I will 

definitely be able to solve this matter.”  

Chapter 4977: The matter is resolved 



Si Chuyue was upset by her, and what Si Xue said touched him to some extent, so he asked her: "Contact 

the people from HL Media in front of me. I want to see you with my own eyes." Is that true?" 

 

Si Xue couldn't resist him and didn't dare to disobey him. She bit her lip and called Elena's special 

assistant again despite the pressure. 

 

 “Du…” 

 

This time the phone rang more than ten times before I picked up. 

 

 “Hello.” Si Xue said only one word. 

 

An extremely rude scolding came from the other end: "Didn't I tell you to stay at home, don't do useless 

work, and don't call me at any time!" 

 

Si Xue turned on the speakerphone, and the living room was filled with the other party's scoldings. 

Under the gaze of her parents, her cheeks turned red with embarrassment. She was angry and annoyed 

but did not dare to offend the other party. 

 

  …I wanted to ask about that…” 

 

 She had not yet finished speaking. 

 

An impatient reply came from the other party: "President Eileen has personally made a trip for you. The 

matter has been resolved. Just wait for the good news at home!" 

 

Si Xue clenched her phone and said with an overjoyed expression: "Really? Thank you, thank you." 

 

                       lived. 

 

The other end of the phone has hung up and a busy tone is ringing. 



 

Si Xue hurriedly told her parents the good news: "Mom and Dad, did you hear? The matter has been 

resolved!" 

 

"It's solved..." Si Chuyue was in the living room, and Si Xue turned the phone on speakerphone again, so 

he couldn't hear what the two of them said on the phone. 

 

 He was surprised when he heard it: "It was solved so quickly??" 

 

Si Xue came over and hugged his arm, and said coquettishly in a sweet voice: "It's not like you don't 

know HL Media. The special assistant said it was solved, it must be solved~ It seems that the Ye family 

didn't want to argue with me, we guessed it before They're all right. It's just that his girlfriend can't get 

along with me. Now that it's better, the president of HL Media has personally come forward to find 

someone, how dare she continue to hold on to me." 

 

Si Chuyue didn't know much about it. He didn't know about the illegal zone or the Independent 

Continent...but he knew about HL Media Group. When his daughter said this, his tense heartstrings 

finally relaxed and he patted Si Xue's hand with his backhand. He lowered his voice and warned her: "Let 

this crisis pass. Don't use your fans to cause trouble for others in the future, do you hear me?" 

 

Si Xue was also frightened this time, but more because she was proud of surviving the disaster, so she 

agreed quickly: "I know, Dad." 

 

 She didn’t take advantage of her fans seriously in the blink of an eye. 

 

 No matter how difficult the process was, the final result was still solved, and she still had nothing to do. 

Si Xue pursed her lips, her eyes flickering with disdain. 

 

Which celebrity in the entertainment industry wouldn't take advantage of his fans? 

 

  Celebrities who don’t take advantage of their fans stay on the 18th line! 

 



The reason why she got to where she is today step by step is not due to the strong adhesion of her fans. 

I can only say that next time she encounters a similar thing, she will be more careful and investigate the 

other party's background earlier before taking action... 

 

She would definitely not dare to mess with someone like Ye Wangchuan's circle. 

 

 But ordinary people? 

 

 She can't handle it as much as she wants. 

 

   * 

 

afternoon. 

 

Qiao Nian followed Ye Wangchuan to the old house. 

 

When they arrived, Ye Lan also came and was greeting the old housekeeper to arrange dinner together, 

when he happened to see Qiao Nian and others coming in. 

 

Ye Lan raised her hand and said, "Come on Niannian. What do you want to eat tonight? I'll ask the old 

housekeeper to buy it and prepare the kitchen in advance." 

 

 Qiao Nian was always obedient in front of her elders, so she consciously walked to Ye Lan, greeted the 

old housekeeper with her eyes, nodded slightly, and said, "I can do anything." 

Chapter 4978: Sister Nian gave a few pointers. 

Ye Lan shook his head: "The old man specially invited the chef from Guanlan back for you, the chef from 

the S province cuisine that you like to eat." 

 

ˆ˜Qiao Nian’s taste is spicy, which is different from Jingshi’s sweet taste. 

 



 Only Guanlan has a chef from S Province who cooks authentic local dishes, which suits Qiao Nian's 

appetite very well. Ye Lan and Ye Maoshan usually like to eat there. 

 

Mainly convenient for Qiao Nian, I can order a few dishes that Qiao Nian likes to eat. 

 

Today, Ye Wangchuan promised to bring someone back. Ye Lan received the news and rushed home 

early after finishing work. According to Mr. Ye's request, he contacted Guanlan to take the other party's 

chef home. He only wanted Qiao Nian to have a meal at the old house occasionally. Enjoy your meal. 

 

"Don't be polite to Aunt Lan. Just tell me what you want to eat. We are all a family. If you want to eat, I 

will let the kitchen prepare it." 

 

Qiao Nian reported a few dishes. 

 

Ye Lan was finally happy. She smiled with her eyes and eyebrows raised. She turned around and 

arranged a few words with the old housekeeper, who then went to go shopping. 

 

 There is an aunt in the old house who is responsible for buying food. She usually prepares ingredients in 

advance according to Ye Maoshan’s eating habits for the convenience of the kitchen. 

 

 The old housekeeper logically doesn’t need to go shopping for groceries in person. 

 

 But today is special, Qiao Nian is here, and the old housekeeper puts down his identity and goes out 

with the purchasing servant, preparing to select the ingredients himself. 

 

Ye Lan arranged what to have for dinner, then took Qiao Nian's hand and walked inside, asking 

questions about what Qiao Nian was busy with recently. 

 

“...I mainly stay at home and occasionally go to Master Cheng to talk about experiments.” Qiao Nian 

answered all questions and was very good-tempered. 

 

It’s also because Guan Yan and others are not here, they can make their eyes fall off. 



 

The last time Sun was so patient, he almost buried all the members of the Hidden Family in the deep sea 

in Continent F... 

 

 Ye Lan brought the person to Ye Maoshan and called out: "Dad, Nian Nian is here." 

 

Ye Wangchuan was one step behind the two of them, and Ye Lan didn't even mention him. As a result, 

he and Qiao Nian were the ones who had finally returned home, and he was a guest by accident. 

 

Ye Maoshan also didn't look at him. Seeing Qiao Nian coming, he didn't play chess with Ye Keji. He put 

down the chess pieces and stood up, very happy: "Finally here." 

 

“Have Aunt Lan told you, what do you want to eat tonight?” 

 

"I said it." Qiao Nian walked over, took a look at the chess game, pointed to the end game on Ye 

Maoshan's side, and pointed: "You can fly the elephant here, and then take this move next, general." 

 

As far as the chess game between the two sides is concerned, Ye Maoshan has initially seen the decline, 

and it is only a matter of time before he loses the game. 

 

But as soon as Qiao Nian came and finished the two moves he pointed out with a glance, the chess 

game took on a new look, with the potential to break the chessboard, opening and closing with great 

vigor. 

 

Ye Keji touched the bridge of his nose and said sheepishly: "Miss Qiao can't help the old man bully me." 

 

Ye Maoshan also found that the two-step move pointed out by Qiao Nian was very clever. It seemed like 

a stupid move, and the first step would cause him to lose the chess piece in his hand. 

 

 But if Ye Keji wants to capture his chess piece, he must move his horse. Once he moves his horse, Qiao 

Nian's second step will lead the **** to cross the river. 

 



But if the opponent gives up the chess piece they send in front of them and instead defends the soldiers 

crossing the river, the siege that could not find a breakthrough point before will be broken by the chess 

piece inserted horizontally... 

 

Ye Maoshan himself likes playing chess very much, especially chess with a battlefield situation, and 

appreciates the ingenuity of Qiao Nian's two-hand guidance. 

 

He immediately became interested, sat back, and asked Qiao Nian to give him instructions: "Come on, 

come on, Nian Nian, come to me. Next, you say, I'll come down." 

Chapter 4979: Sorry, don’t forgive me 

 “Mr. Ye...please spare me.” Ye Keji said, his eyes shining brightly, and he seemed eager to compete 

with Qiao Nian. 

 

Ye Maoshan first followed the two steps instructed by Qiao Nian. After Ye Keji thought about 

counterattack, he was still thinking about the next step. 

 

The girl's clear voice sounded from behind him: "Car, third from the left." 

 

Ye Keji saw that the method he finally came up with was broken again. He looked up at the girl who was 

standing behind Mr. Ye with ease. Admiration flashed in his eyes, and he held his chin and fell into deep 

thought, thinking about how to win next. 

 

 Seeing the three of them immersed in the chess game. 

 

Ye Lan estimated that they would not leave before eating, so she pointed the direction inside to Ye 

Wangchuan and motioned for him to follow her. 

 

Ye Wangchuan had no choice but to glance at Qiao Nian, who had not noticed him since he entered the 

door, and walked away with Ye Lan. 

 

 … 

 



 An hour later, the chess game ended. 

 

Ye Keji's great advantage was ruined by Qiao Nian's killing moves that were steady step by step. In the 

end, his general was eaten by the soldiers who crossed the river before Ye Maoshan. 

 

He breathed a long sigh of relief, relaxed his brows that had been furrowed for an hour, and looked at 

the girl behind Ye Maoshan with sharp eyes, his eyes filled with excitement. 

 

"No wonder Miss Qiao can be the boss of the Red League. She is indeed not an ordinary person. She has 

such accomplishments in chess at this age." 

 

"Okay, I have something to tell Niannian. Go and help me see if the old housekeeper is back." Ye 

Maoshan interrupted him. 

 

 Ye Keji stood up immediately with great foresight: "You guys talk. I'll go over first." 

 

 He quickly left the pavilion. 

 

 There are only two people left here, Qiao Nian and Ye Maoshan. 

 

While Ye Maoshan was packing up the chess pieces, he hesitated to talk to her. When Qiao Nian saw 

him packing, he went over and helped put the chess pieces into the box next to him. 

 

"Let me do it." 

 

Ye Maoshan stepped aside, not to mention feeling uncomfortable in his heart, and it was even more 

difficult to say this. 

 

By the time Qiao Nian finished collecting the chessboard, he had not yet thought of what to say. 

 



 Qiao Nian slightly raised his eyelashes, with clear black eyes, and took the initiative to speak: "Grandpa, 

if you have something to say, just say it." 

 

Ye Maoshan raised his eyes and looked at her with complicated eyes for a while, then slowly said: "What 

the **** did Wang Chuan tell you?" 

 

 Qiao Nian nodded generously: "I know a little bit." 

 

Ye Maoshan pursed his lips, and his eyes showed exhaustion and deep helplessness: "That Si Xue has a 

relationship with his mother. Their family helped Wang Chuan's biological mother. Someone came to 

the door, hoping that I could see Wang Chuan's mother. For my sake, I would like to ask you to let Si Xue 

go." 

 

  He said it very directly. 

 

 In the past, it was usually the elders who spoke up, especially old men like Mr. Ye who were very kind 

to her and helped her. 

 

Qiao Nian never refuses. 

 

 But this time, she just put her hands in her trouser pockets, turned her sides sharply, and pursed the 

corners of her mouth into a straight line, rejecting Mr. Ye's intercession: "Not this time." 

 

Ye Maoshan was rejected by her for the first time, but he didn't react. He heard the girl say in a calm 

and cold tone: "If there was more than just boiling water in that bottle... Do you think you can treat it as 

nothing because of this relationship?" Something happened?" 

 

 Ye Maoshan was silenced by the question. 

 

 Qiao Nian looked at him and knew what he was thinking. 

 



"I respect his thoughts. If he asks me to forget it, I will forget it. Others are not qualified to help him 

forgive!" 

 

 Even Ye Wangchuan’s family should not forgive the people who had hurt him on behalf of Ye 

Wangchuan. 

 

 This is her principle. 

Chapter 4980: Wan Ye: I will always choose only one person 

Ye Maoshan's dazed expression gradually fell into thinking as Qiao Nian's calm words came over, and he 

relaxed the vertical lines between his eyebrows and sighed. 

 

 “I shouldn’t have told you this.” 

 

He didn't wait for Qiao Nian to speak again, and took the initiative to change the topic: "Dinner is almost 

ready, let's go find your Aunt Lan and the others." 

 

"Yeah." Qiao Nian responded and followed Mr. Ye. 

 

 Ye Maoshan completely forgot what he had talked about privately with Qiao Nian in the pavilion and 

never mentioned it again at the dinner table. 

 

I didn’t even talk to Ye Wangchuan again. 

 

 Qiao Nian and the others stayed until they finished eating, and drank water with the old man for a 

while. When it was time for Mr. Ye to go to bed, they left the old house. 

 

Stepping out of the old house, Qiao Nian raised her hand to her forehead and pressed her throbbing 

temples. Before getting in the car, she told Ye Wangchuan about the old man talking to her alone. 

 

"…I refused." 

 



Ye Wangchuan never thought that Si Xue could be related to the island. Seeing the girl's laziness in 

applying, he raised his hand to help her adjust her cap, raised his thin lips and said, "You don't have to 

think about it. Too many. The fact that the old man didn’t mention this matter again means that he also 

thinks you are right. Otherwise, with his stubborn temper, he would not recognize what you said and 

would only find another opportunity to say it. He just recognized what you said and did not continue. 

Get stuck on this matter.” 

 

Qiao Nian raised her eyes slightly and looked up at him: "What do you think?" 

 

 As she said, she didn't really care what other people thought, she mainly cared about what Ye 

Wangchuan wanted. 

 

 To put it bluntly, this matter is between her and Ye Wangchuan, and Ye Wangchuan is the victim of the 

whole thing. If Ye Wangchuan also wants to give the island some face. 

 

Then forget it. 

 

Ye Wangchuan's deep eyes almost dragged her in and drowned her. His long fingers gently touched the 

edge of her cheek: "What do you think?" 

 

 Qiao Nian's skin touched by his fingertips was hot, as if it was scalding to her heart. Her pounding 

heartbeat forced her to open her eyes and look at him, but she didn't answer for a moment. 

 

 “Tsk, I will always be on your side!” 

 

Ye Wangchuan did not hear her answer and directly expressed his thoughts. 

 

"You don't have to give me a choice. I never need a second choice for you." He always chose her firmly. 

 

From the time they walked around the city, to the capital city, and then to the independent continent... 

they trusted each other and made an unswerving choice. 

 



“Just do whatever you want to do without worrying about other people.” 

 

"good." 

 

 Qiao Nian half-squinted her eyes and nodded. She was indeed a little tired of Si Xue's approach of 

constantly looking for people to intercede. She originally wanted to take it slow, but now she has 

changed her mind. 

 

   * 

 

 What Qiao Nian had thought before was that Si Xue liked to play with public opinion, so just let public 

opinion hammer her to death. 

 

But Si Xue and her fans are too troublesome, even though Tangning and several victims have come 

forward to accuse Si Xue of his behavior. 

 

 Fans still insist that those fans are Si Xue’s anti-fans, and the anti-fans who do things that harm others 

are just trying to ruin Si Xue’s reputation this time. 

 

  Si Xue was the most innocent person in the whole process. 

 

 She knows nothing. 

 

It is the black fans who have formed a small group privately and join forces with the professional fans in 

the small group to do bad things. 

 

Si Xue’s fans have a good tongue and can confuse right and wrong. The more they make up, the better 

they can make it up. Later in their words, they even start to hint at the melon-eaters who don’t know 

the truth. 

 

That group was created by Tang Ning. 

 



  It is said that Tangning was jealous of Si Xue being too popular and wanted to step on Si Xue to get 

the position. She was also trying to steal Si Xue's CP partner and clothes. It was just a small group, but it 

was not impossible. 

 

Their argument became so popular that many passers-by believed it.  

 


